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Reddvillaksen is a Norwegian non-profit organization based on voluntary work. The
name, “Reddvillaksen”, translates into “Save the Wild Salmon”, and - in addition to
shedding light on the difficulties that salmon and seatrout are faced with, Reddvillaksen
also provides direct economic support for various projects aimed at improving the
habitats and living conditions for both salmon and sea trout. The ladder have been
stepmotherly treated in Norway for far too long…

Over the years, numerous small creeks here in Norway

have been vandalized by farmers and land owners. They’ve
been subjected to sewage discharge, road- and railway
constructions, and culverts. Furthermore, many of them
have suffered from the construction of artificial smolt facilities
and fish farms that have prevented seatrout from accessing
valuable spawning grounds upstream.
In order to bring back healthy seatrout stocks, local
volunteers have recently started systematically removing
man-made migration obstacles, recreating living habitats
for the fingelings and spawning grounds for the adult fish.
Reddvillaksen provides economic support for a number
of the bigger projects. In many cases, modest economic
support has enabled local organizations and volunteers
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to succeed. Other projects are more comprehensive
and therefore require additional support from local fishing
authorities, municipalities etc.
Norwegian seatrout stocks are compromised by three
major challenges. They are faced with imminent dangers
out to sea caused by marine industrialization. They are
faced with barriers that prevent them from reaching their
spawning grounds, and they are reproductively challenged
due to historical habitat quality diminishments.
Perils at sea
Figure 1 shows the mortality rate for migrating salmon
smolt in Norway. For some rivers, the mortality rate is as
high as 80% and more. For seatrout smolt, the situation is

even worse. Living in coastal regions close to a “sea lice
factory”, a salmon farm, causes extremely high mortality
rates. Reddvillaksen is steadfast in demanding a shift from
open- to closed fish farm containments, since it will not only
eliminate the sea lice problem but also reduce pollution in
the sea.
Reddvillaksen has donated considerable funds towards
documenting the effects of sea lice on seatrout smolt during
the winter months in Sognefjorden, an extremely important
area for huge seatrout. By now, it’ been well-documented
that sea lice epidemics in salmon fars are the root cause
of the high mortality rates among seatrout, not only in this
area – but in all fish farming areas across Norway.
Freshwater obstacles
The seatrout prefer to spawn in smaller creeks, brooks and
tributaries. Many of them, however, are suffering massively
from manmade obstacles like culverts introduced in
connection with
road/railway construction work. They
prevent the fish from migrating further upstream to the
valuable spawning grounds there. Furthermore, the culverts
easily get jammed, and they can affect the water levels quite
dramatically – and this can negatively impact the survival
rates of the seatrout fry. Luckily, this is an arena where lots
can be done with fairly little effort, since oftentimes culverts
can be quite easily removed or adjusted to allow passage
and free waterflow.
Habitat quality
Habitat quality is key when it comes to the survival of juvenile
seatrout. They need free-flowing, oxygen-rich water and a
good variety of hiding places. Unfortunately, considerable
numbers of creeks across Norway have been heavily
modified. Many of them have been channelized, and the

shading buffer zones along the banks with trees and bushes
have been either partically or completely removed. The result
is that formerly valuable and important nursery areas have
been ruined. What was once living and breathing ecological
interactions between water, vegetation, light and aquatic life
have been turned deserts - principally useless for all aquaticand other life.

“

Habitat
quality
is
key
when
it
comes
to
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survival of juvenile seatrout.

”

What can be done?
Through research-based knowledge and simple practical
means it is possible to enhance the production of fingerlings,
smolt and returning seatrout considerably. All Norwegian
waters, that hold stock of anadrome fish, are regulated by
a number of protective laws today. The local environmental
authorities are in charge and must be contacted for planning
purposes and permissions before any projects are carried
out. In some cases, the local authorities can impose on the
landowners to restore vandalized creeks to their previous
form - if the habitat manipulation has taken place without
the necessary permisssions. (And this is oftentimes the
case).

Reddvillaksen contributes economic support for wellorganized restoration projects and sponsors gravel that
helps improve- and generate new spawning habitat. An
instructional folder was recently put forward to guide local
initiators on how to proceed when doing restoration- and
enhancement work in their local creeks and streams. When
done correctly, the positive effects are often very immediate.
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When fields are plowed too close to
the rivers, the banks will collapse.
Here, rocks have been planted to
help prevent further erosion.

Passionate volunteer workers provide
the backbone of all river restoration
work - and Redd Villaksen and Flyfish
Europe help finance and coordinate
this important work.

Below/left: A river stripped by the
landowner of bank growth. It robs the
juvenile seatrout of important shelter
from predators.

Below/right: A Healthy spawning
creek with hiding rocks, sheltering
bank growth and spawning gravel.

Electrode fishing is an important part of
the river restoration evaluation process.

Three 2019-projects supported by Reddvillaksen
and Flyfish Europe.
1.In the Sandefjord area, in the southeastern part of
Norway, the Sandefjord Management Council for
Anadome Salmonids is implementing river improvement
measures in the creeks Haslebekken, Istrebekken
and Virikbekken. Akvaplan Niva is the professional
coordinator for the project.
2.Volunteers from the Arendal Fishing and Hunting
organization are constructing a fish ladder enabling
salmon and seatrout to bypass a dam in order to make
use of valuable spawning- and living habitats on the
upper river, Lilleelv. The project is ongoing, but there were
already fish in place last autumn, the first in MANY years.
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3.The Stjordal River owners organization have put forward a
complete action plan for the river. Recently, they started to
work with diverting side channels of the main river to create
better habitat for fingerlings and improved spawning areas for
fully-grown seatrout.

Gravel is an extremely important
feature in a productive seatrout
habitat.

present production of fish versus the historic.

Typically, most projects are executed as joint ventures between
different governmental environment agencies, professional
experts, river owners, schools and local voluntary enthusiasts.
And Reddvillaksen helps fund, lobby and organize.

The second phase is the implementation phase where direct
means such as obstacle removal, buffer and vegetation
zone facilitation, gravel deposits, and historic migration route
reopenings are important aspects of the agenda. The third
and final phase is the evaluation phase where the results are
checked. For instance, have the number of fish increased or
decreased? How many spawning redds can be observed and
are there differences in the average size of the fish?

Most projects are divided into three different phases: First,
a planning- and progress phase involving extensive use of
professional expertise and consultancy assistance aimed
at mapping out the present- versus the historical available
area, the ecologic status (fish and aquatic life/insects) and the

We encourage everyone to learn more about Reddvillaksen
(www.reddvillaksen), to get organized and to join in on the
volunteer work that is being done all across Europe. As fly
fishermen, we all share in the responsibility for the well-being of
our rivers and their precious trout and salmon stocks.

Finally, from all of us here at Reddvillaksen: A great
thank you to FFE. Your generous financial contributions
throughout the years have enabled Reddvillaksen to
support the above-mentioned and other projects.
For more info and inspiration on how to do river restoration
work and fish stock management, be sure to check out
the Danish seatrout conservation efforts coordinated in
the auspices of Fishing Zealand and the Danish Gravel
Gang: http://fishingzealand.dk/grusbanden/
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